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Collington Residents Association Council Minutes 
 

Tuesday, May 18, 2021, 1:30 p.m. (Zoom meeting) 
 

President Marian Fuchs opened the Zoom meeting with a moment of silence. 
 
The April minutes of the Residents Association Council were approved. The agenda for 
this meeting was approved.  
 

Reports of Officers: 
  President: Marian Fuchs 

Welcome everyone to our May 2021 Council Meeting, in a month that seems to have 
seen us turn some significant corners in our journey out of Covid 19.  We are traveling, 
welcoming outdoor guests, having meals with each other and having in-person 
meetings.  New restrictions are being lifted every week.  We are fortunate indeed, 
certainly in comparison with our fellow humans around the world, many of whom are still 
suffering from the pandemic greatly. 
It’s going to be a busy Council, since I need to share some housekeeping items under 
new business that came in after we sent the agenda.  But first, I’d like to update you on 
developments in the Health Service Alliance and the Master Planning Committee.   
The Health Service Alliance (HSA) is now co-chaired by Megan and Laurie Cobb.  At its 
first 2021 meeting it took on a new mission: “aging and navigating (i.e. transitioning 
smoothly) through the Collington continuum of care”.   We are using an unofficial 
definition of the navigation model as “delivering the right services in the right place at 
the right time.”  Our opening meeting focused on identifying gaps in the provision of 
services today, that will need filling if we are to make the transitions truly smooth.  The 
HSA has added three new resident members:  Jean Edwards, who lives in the 
Creighton Center; Nancy Webb, who chairs the Health Services Committee and Lynn 
Troy, a physical therapist.  I write the HSA reports, and you will find the first of this 
year’s reports in a binder in the library. 
I also write the reports for the Master Planning Committee, and these are also filed in 
the Archive Room.  There’s an update too in the current Courier, and there will be one 
following each meeting.  At tomorrow’s Gathering you can learn more about the update 
the Mike Kivov prepared for Collington, projecting future demand for our community in 
the post-covid period.  This will be Gathering #5.  Two more Gatherings will be coming 
soon; #6 will be on the engineering consultants’ preliminary report.  The engineers have 
been on campus for their first overview of all the possible sites for new IL units.   The 
visit will not identify which sites should be selected but will eliminate some that cannot 
be used because of boundary, wetland protection or other environmental or legal 
issues.  The next Gathering, #7, you will be able to hear from the architects as they start 
their schematic designs for the Creighton repositioning.    
A subset of the MPC had a second site visit to look at recent construction at a Maryland 
CCRC, called Friends House in Sandy Spring.  It was an interesting visit in many ways, 
with another knowledgeable and open guide, but we did not see much of direct 
relevance to whether or not we wanted a hybrid building in the mix of new IL housing for 
Collington.  Our next MPC meeting is on May 26. 
This month residents are researching three things related to vehicles: (a) The Climate 
people are doing a survey on campus to identify every resident who owns an electric 
car or mobility device;  if you own one, please contact Michele Sands, 7576.  (b) A 
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subgroup of the MPC have done a study to count all the parking spaces on campus, 
and give a rough estimate of their current adequacy.   The proper provision of adequate 
parking is likely to be an issue in getting County approval of any future construction 
plans.  (c) Another group of residents are looking into registering all vehicles with 
Security.  This work is still on-going.   
On Page 15 of the current Courier, you can find out more about our recent accreditation 
as an arboretum, one of only 10 in Maryland, and only 2 in our County.   We are the 
fourth Kendal to get this designation; and we are learning from the other three – they 
are Crosslands, Oberlin and Granville.  Charlie Clapper will likely say more about this in 
his report.   
The RA Executive has completed its three in-person meetings with most of our 50 new 
residents who arrived on campus since January 2020.  Once again, our community is 
enriched by a diverse and interesting group of people, who will soon be able to enjoy 
much of the social life of Collington that has been squelched by the pandemic.  We are 
all looking forward to getting to know you, and see you in our activity and operational 
committees.  Welcome again.   
 

  First Vice President: Howard Piggee 
1. The Employee recognition/appreciation program in which the residents association 
recognizes and rewards qualified team members who present to Human Resources 
certification of completed Covid vaccination . These team members receive a brand 
new $100 bill. Team members have expressed to HR sincere appreciation for the RA 
recognizing them in this way. Some have shared with HR how this helped them in a 
difficult situation.  
All team members except the CEO and her direct reports are qualified to participate 
To date it is estimated that more than 75% of the qualified team members have 
received their vaccination reward. 
The program ends on June 30, 2021. 
 
2. Ann Marie Rahn and members of the outreach committee have established a 
relationship with PG Community College's Workforce Development program. Hopefully 
this will provide opportunities to have trained technicians participating on our 
maintenance and other teams. Both the RA and the Foundation support this effort. 
 

 
Second Vice President: Mary Ann Curley 

Current Committee activities: 
 
The Garden Committee had a sale of flowering plants, herbs or tomato plants on 
Monday morning, May 3, on the covered walkway near the greenhouse, with a follow-up 
on Saturday, the 8th.  This year a second raised bed has been added near the 
greenhouse, and already there is a waiting list for space in this new bed. 
 
At 3:30 on Sunday afternoon, May 23, The Drama Committee is presenting “Operation 
Moon”, a science fiction radio drama, on Channel 972.  Directed by Tom McCain, with 
technical help by Dick Garrison, the cast includes Ed Robbins, Joyce Garrison, Peter 
Fielding, Pat Jones, Jeannie Bessmer, Faith Torsani, and Don Zelman.  This is the third 
in the Committee’s monthly series of productions on 972, which were initiated as a way 
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to bring theater to Collington residents during the covid shutdown. 
 
The Trips Committee has put a questionnaire in residents’ boxes, to see what kinds of 
trips we might be interested in taking now that local museums, theaters, symphony 
halls, etc. are beginning to reopen.  Be sure to fill out both sides of the questionnaire 
and leave it in the Clocktower for the Committee to collect. 
 
Ping pong players: just a reminder that ping pong is taking place in the auditorium on 
Saturdays and Sundays from 10 - 3 p.m.  Please sign up at the Activity board. 
   
 

 Secretary: Sheena Macpherson 

 No Report 
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Treasurer: Ann Carlson  

REVENUE FY 22 THRU  THRU VARIANCE 

 BUDGET 3/31/21 APRIL APRIL FROM 

     BUDGET 

Opportunity Outlet $25,000 $2,052.50 $0.00 $2,052.50 $22,947.50 

Committee Transfers $5,000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5,000.00 

Interest $15 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $15.00 

Christmas Bazaar $4,000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4,000.00 

Resident Contributions $0 $50.00 $0.00 $50.00 -$50.00 

Total Revenue $34,015 $2,102.50 $0.00 $2,102.50 $31,912.50 

Endowment Earnings $38,290 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $38,290.00 

TOTAL REVENUE & RESERVE $72,305 $2,102.50 $0.00 $2,102.50 $70,202.50 

       

       

EXPENDITURES FY 22 THRU  THRU VARIANCE 

 BUDGET 3/31/21 APRIL APRIL FROM 

ADMINISTRATIVE     BUDGET 

       

Office Expense $3,165 $0.00 -$27.61 -$27.61 $3,137.39 

Photocopies $2,000 $0.00 -$308.43 -$308.43 $1,691.57 

Special Projects $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Operating - Dining/Hospitality $13,900 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $13,900.00 

Operating - Fiscal Review $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Operating - Health $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Operating - Fitness $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Operating - Grounds $1,305 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,305.00 

Operating - Marketing $250 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $250.00 

Operating - Buildings $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Operating - Interiors $1,500 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 

Operating - Technology $245 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $245.00 

Opportunity Outlet $500 $0.00 -$30.00 -$30.00 $470.00 

       

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE $22,865 $0.00 -$366.04 -$366.04 $22,498.96 

       

ACTVITY COMMITTEES       

Collingtonian $8,500 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $8,500.00 

Community Outreach $5,000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5,000.00 

Creative Arts $960 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $960.00 

Drama $4,730 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4,730.00 

Flower Arranging $3,800 $0.00 -$380.58 -$380.58 $3,419.42 

Interfaith Chapel $1,800 $0.00 -$63.00 -$63.00 $1,737.00 

Library $4,000 $0.00 -$742.31 -$742.31 $3,257.69 

Music $10,000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 

Collington Singers $2,000 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $2,000.00 

Neighbor Talks $405 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $405.00 
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Pet Committee $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Recreation $500 $0.00 -$9.96 -$9.96 $490.04 

Speakers $500 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $500.00 

Black History Month $1,500 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 

Indigenous Awareness $845 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $845.00 

Creative Arts Magazine $3,300 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,300.00 

Hearing Vision Support Group $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Women's History Month $1,600 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,600.00 

Woodshop $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
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Operating Committee Reports: 
 

Buildings: John Barker 

In attendance at Zoom meeting, as determined by appearance on screen: 
Peter Pfund, Judythe Alston, Pat Jones, Howard Piggee, Helen Lauck, Marilyn Meek, 
Alice Nicolson, Mike Burke, Ruth Wilson, Laurel Nichols, Charlotte Melichar, Joan 
Zorza, Norma Caputo, Marian Fuchs, Jim Giese, Jeanne Bessmer, Secretary: Barbara 
Anderson, Chair: John Barker. 

 

Gene Davis, Interim Director of Facilities 
Gene is currently concentrating on: 
• Searching for contractors to work on the walkway roof support columns.  John 

mentioned that before COVID, Fermin (RDI) worked on some, in the 4100’s for 
instance, and they were straight and looked good.  Gene will take a look at those. 

• Working with kW Efficiency on a plan to test different types of outdoor “heads” for the 
parking lots and walkway lighting.  Gene would like to replace the globes’ diffused 
lighting and would like residents’ opinions about the various options being tested.  The 
Building Committee is willing to survey the residents’ opinions with a Clock Tower 
display. 

• Working with kW Efficiency to research suitable replacements for both the sconces 
and overhead lighting within the main building. 

• Distributing previously ordered HVAC filters.  He will use the filters he has in stock 
now, then determine what filtration levels will work best in our HVACS and what sizes 
will fit the various units before purchasing new ones. 

• Developing schedules for turning on and off hose bibs, replacing HVAC filters and 
smoke detector batteries. 

• Checking repeatedly on the installation date for the new light poles along the road, but 
learning each time that they are still in “back ordered” status. 

• Andre Samuel has purchased the smoke free signs residents preferred.  
• Andre will be installing the new directional signs in a few days. 

 

Megan Barbour, Chief Operating Officer 
Megan and her team members have been in contact with WorxHub, learning what the 
system is capable of doing and how it  can be applied at Collington in a more useful 
way, such as  
• Showing the work schedule so that a resident will know when to expect the repair 

visit. 
• Surveying residents’ satisfaction after work is complete. 
• Surveying the scheduling itself so it will be clear how many jobs are still open and how 

many are completed.   
• Categorizing the types of work being requested. 
Collington may need to purchase some of WorxHub’s additional features.  Megan 

wishes to ensure timely, quality responses to work orders.  They are also looking at the 

functioning of the team itself. 
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Gene reported that currently there are 376 incomplete work orders. 

 

Chair Comments:   John Barker 
The 2,000’s cluster has applied to the Collington Foundation for a grant to improve two 
cluster bump outs.  The Building Committee must show majority approval and then take 
it to the RA officers for their evaluation. The Cluster would use the grant to install two 
ceiling fans and to purchase new furniture.   Members present raised some concerns, 
including drainage problems at one bump out, which Grounds is addressing, the 
probability of continued resident usage post Covid, could improvements be made to one 
bump out rather than two, and why should only one cluster receive this attention.  No 
vote was taken.  John will contact the authors of the proposed grant for clarification and 
report back to Buildings membership.  
 
Climate Change:  Mike Burke 
Mike gives kudos to  
• Christian Ramsey for providing meals in paper containers rather than plastic.  
• Terry Mcguire for the efficient composting operation he has set up at the Hilltop 

Gardens. 
• Michelle Sands for surveying electric vehicle usage at Collington. 
• Gene Davis for the new LED lighting in the Arbor Garden and for looking into more 

efficient outdoor lighting throughout the campus. 
 
Interiors:  Ruth Schrock 
In Ruth’s absence, John reported that Interiors has been working on refreshing the look 
of the third floor lounge and some of the shabby furniture on the 2nd floor.  Ruth will be 
resigning as chairperson of Interiors effective September 1.  John praised the excellent 
work Ruth has done as chairperson.  Anyone interested in this position should contact 
Susan Ireland, Helen Lauck, or Dave Montgomery who, as a Nominating Committee, 
are looking to find a replacement.  
 
Auditorium:  Jim Giese 
Jim has called for a meeting on June 7 at 3:00PM to determine where the group is and 
where it wants to go.  This will be the first meeting in one and a half years. 
 
Transportation:  Diane Hoover 
In Diane’s absence, John reported that 
• The shuttle bus to the new hospital will have the same fee scale as a trip to a Bowie 

doctor. 
• Although Collington has new buses, driving personnel is lacking. 
• Ten people at a time can now ride the bus for grocery shopping. 
• New Carrollton metro station is open as stairs are available while escalators receive 

updating. 
• Apartment door security will use the WiFi system and will be addressed once the call 

bell system is in place. 
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Jeanne Bessmer reported that if residents express enthusiasm for trips in an upcoming 
survey, Megan may be able to hire the driver to transport them.  If a round trip is 30 
miles or less, the trip fee would be $15.00;  if a round trip is 60 miles or less, the trip fee 
would be $20.00. 
 
Arbor Garden:  Ann Marie Rahn 
In Ann Marie’s absence, John reported on the improvements taking place to make the 
Arbor Garden more satisfying to view from within or to visit outside, attractive enough to 
please prospective residents, as well as current residents who may wish to meet there.   
It may be useful if there were volunteers who could take Arbor residents outside to 
enjoy it.  Bird houses are cleaned and being repaired, yard art installed, benches 
painted.  If you would like to help, please contact Ann Marie. 
 
Our next meeting will be held on Wednesday, June 9, 2021, 11:00 AM, via Zoom. 
Barbara Anderson 
Secretary 
 
 

Dining: Dorothy Yuan 
Some 20 attendees Zoomed in on March 7, 2021.  Many others may have also watched 
on 972. 
 
Chris Ramsey announced that Stephanie Tolson will be absent for a while.  We wish 
them well.  So the rest of the staff have extra duties. 
 
Hiring employees is still a problem, but he is making progress.  1 server left but 4 are 
now in the pipeline.  1 dishwasher left but 3 more are in the pipeline.  When they are all 
in place Dining will be able to start using real chinaware both for wait-staff and for self-
service in the dining room. 
 
At present dining room occupancy is very low probably because of the need to eat out 
of paper boxes and the dinner hours of dining being too early.  Again, after more staff 
comes on board he will look to changing them. 
 
Spring-summer menu has been well received as shown by the Smiley Reports. Low 
sodium items are now really less salty.  
 
Joyce Koch reiterated Country Store hours.  Store will be open from 10:30 to 12:00 
each day.  Orders can be called in the day before and picked up between the hours of 1 
to 3.  But no orders will be fulfilled during pick-up. 
 

 
Fiscal Review: Julia Freeman 
The Fiscal Review Committee met in the auditorium on Monday, April 26; the meeting 
was broadcast on and recorded from Channel 972. Sandy Short, Cory Hall, and Tia 
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Ervin from Marketing were the presenters. Fifteen residents were present in the 
auditorium. 
 
The topic for discussion was how Marketing has adapted its outreach during the 
pandemic and the forecast for the future. 
Sandy Short, Director of Marketing, noted that much has changed over the 10 years she 
has worked at Collington.  A key event for Collington was its affiliation with the Kendal 
Corporation 10 years ago which generated more interest in the community. At that time, 
over 100 calls per month were received; outreach was through magazine ads and direct 
mail. Sandy commented that the budget for an event could run $10,000 and draw 30-40 
people. Now inquiries primarily come from email; adults are more online. Sandy noted 
that referrals from residents are still key. The major impact of the covid pandemic has 
been to halt in-person events and onsite visits. Digital outreach represents a cost 
saving. 
Tia Ervin, Senior Residency Counselor, noted that interest in Collington comes from far 
beyond the local community.  Virtual tours and Zoom events are now a major form of 
outreach which is more strategic and national. At the start of the pandemic, the 
Marketing group came up with creative ideas to make up for the lack of onsite visits. 
Cory Hall led virtual tours of Collington which have been highly popular in part because 
they were not professionally produced. He noted that community living has become 
more desirable for folks as they coped with isolation. Resident panels were popular 
because prospective residents could interact with actual community residents, again an 
authentic encounter.  Our new residents coming in during the pandemic were already 
“in the pipeline.”  Now, Marketing is reaching to new prospects who may be ready to 
consider a move in a couple of years.   
Tia is also functioning as a virtual designer with residents ready to move in.  She meets 
with them via facetime and works with them on their design choices. Some move to 
temporary quarters at Collington until their units are ready. Tia represents the Marketing 
focus on service. 
Markets:  Collington has a more national reach than most CCRCs. 

• Primary Market – within about 10 miles; for most CCRCs, this is where 75% of 

their residents come from; for Collington: 33% 

• Secondary Market – within about 40 miles; for most CCRCs, this where 20% of 

their residents come from; for Collington: 33% 

• Tertiary Market – beyond 40 miles; for Most CCRCs, this is where 5% of their 

residents come from; for Collington: 33% 

This pattern is not changing with the pandemic.  
So far Marketing is on track to meeting its 2021 goal of 30 sales. Moreover, in March 
there were 80 inquiries, versus 55-65/month before the covid pandemic. With effective 
vaccination widely available, more onsite events can be held. Folks coming onsite must 
present proof of vaccination.  Recently, there was a drive through. 
In response to questions: 
Waiting times:  villa: 3-5 years; 2 bedroom+den cottage: 2-4 years; 1 bedroom+den: 1-2 
years; 1 bedroom: 6-12 months.  There is not a formal waiting list, rather folks ready to 
move in are on a “ready” list to accept their choice when offered. 
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Transparency for prospective residents: Cory noted that prospective residents are told 
of the Master Plan. In particular they are told of the residents’ involvement and that the 
plan is not yet final. This is a positive for prospective residents who appreciate the 
resident input. 
New senior living construction in the area: Enterprise Harmony and Watermark. Sandy 
noted that these are both rental communities and are not comparable to Collington.  
She sees the new construction as a positive reflecting demand for senior housing.  
Ann Marie Rahm and Evan Davey submitted their audit of the RA Treasurer’s records. 
They found that the records were well kept and included all documentation.  Thank you 
to our treasurer, Ann Carlson, for all her work. 
Collington does have a new CFO – Courtney Corcoran - who started May 3.  There will 
not be a Fiscal Review Committee meeting in May.  
 
 

Grounds: Charlie Clapper 
Significant rain has been missing the last couple of weeks but the grass is green and 
being mowed. Ruppert is busy weeding and mowing. 
At long last, the paved walk behind the 2000’s has been repaired. Funds for additional 
walk repair is not available.  We are still waiting for bids to repair a couple areas of 
severe sidewalk flooding in the clusters. 
As you may have noticed in this week’s Courier, Collington received official 
accreditation as an Arboretum. From ArbNet, an international network that recognizes 
standards of excellence in tree-focused gardens and works to advance the planting, 
study and conservation tree. The Advisory Board of the arboretum met to start the 
process of preparing labels identifying at least 25 trees and began planning for campus 
tours.  
The Grounds Committee has begun working with the Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources to prepare a Forest Management Plan for Collington’s woodlands. The plan 
will give us information of the condition of our woodlands and make recommendations 
to ensure their sustainability. 
The Committee is looking towards updating the Grounds Landscape Master Plan. The 
plan was prepared in August, 2019 just as the Collington Master Plan was really getting 
underway. We want to make sure that the plan fully stresses how important preserving 
the Campus landscape is to resident’s health and well-being.  
The Cicadas are arriving! 
 
 

Health Services: Nancy Webb 
 No report 
 

Marketing: Dick Garrison 
No report—Next meeting June 3  
 

Technology & Communications: Dennis Evans 
 Items Discussed:  
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 Wi-Fi 6 = IEEE 802.11 ax OFDM MIMO 2.4, 5, & 6GHz (4x speed, Optical fiber 
input, higher volume.  Collington Foundation Wi-Fi Funding reached the goal 
of $250,000.  Installation of Wi-Fi 6 hardware in the cottages started 2/5 has been 
completed in the cottages by the of end of April.  Apartment upgrading has started in 
May.  A replacement Comcast modem was installed 4/13/2021 (probably 9:31-
9:35am, when the Tech-Comm Zoom dropped out).  Fiber optic connectivity into 
Collington via Verizon has been ordered and will be completed during the Wi-Fi 
upgrade. 

 Collington-Discussion Group: At least two members of the Discussion Group do 
not receive initial posts from some of the members.  There are no obvious settings 
or permissions set incorrectly.  The problem is being investigated.  Changes in 
Google Group software have disrupted Group Managers capability to put member 
names on postings so please sign your email posts to the group.   

 Collington IT Staff are no longer available for computer operational support, 
except for verification of presence of Wi-Fi for Kendal-Resident.  This puts more load 
on Collington Computer Clinic, a Zoom meeting every Wednesday from 1-3pm 
(Meeting ID: 883 4172 4992; Passcode: 20721).   

 Scam: the “I need a favor…buy a gift card for me” scam recently appeared on the 
Collington Discussion Group.  The sender name has a spelling difference and the 
email address is not the one in the Collington Directory. 

 The Computer Clinic has been helping 10 to 15 residents per week.  (Two 
successful password recoveries.) 

 

****************************************************************** 

 
District Representative Reports 
 

1st Floor: Bob and Kathy Reed 
The meeting was the first in-person meeting since the shutdown and was held on the 
Ivy Bar patio. It was designed principally as a chance to become reacquainted, meet 
new residents and thank Bud and Rita Gardiner for their work as district and floor 
leaders as they prepare for their move to North Carolina. There were at least 30 
residents in attendance. 
Many residents brought food and culinary provided drinks, snacks and plastic wear. 
There was a slide show remembering Tom Pollick, who recently passed away, provided 
by his wife Martha and Ron Hawkins helped in providing music. 
There was a brief business meeting. The current floor leaders were introduced; Mary 
Kim, Halls A and D, Pat Johns, Hall B, Ben Schuster and Vivian Van Horne, Hall C and 
Nancy Phillips, Hall E. Mary Kim agreed to cover for Bob and Kathy Reed while they 
were away in the beginning of the summer.  
The next meeting is September 14th. A brief discussion was held regarding possible 
speakers for the meeting and future meetings.  
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2nd Floor: Sue Evans  
The second floor has not had on official meeting since March 2020. This Sunday, May 
23rd, we will be holding our first meeting since then at 5pm in the courtyard. The 
announcement for that meeting is just going out today. 
 With the easing of restrictions, we have been able to have several smaller social 
gatherings. 
 This month we lost two of our beloved neighbors. Gerry Burdett died on May 4th. 
Marty Laties died just this morning. 
 We are all looking forward to returning to a more normal way of being a 
community. 
Life is good on the second floor. 

 

3rd Floor: Joan Zorza 
We have had one new move-in since the Council last met: Dick and Trudy Neff, who 
moved to Apt. 311 on April 16th.  Until their unit was ready they lived patiently in Apt. 
304.  
  
The third Floor District met on April 2 by Zoom, over Ch. 972, and a number of us 
attended in person in the Auditorium.  Kanika Naylor, our Controller, spoke about billing 
issues, including who they should contact in lieu of themselves; setting up automatic 
payments and what to do if you later change banks; and what to do if you anticipate 
payment problems.  She also explained who to see if you don’t understand something 
about your bill or want to correct errors.  She also explained how to identify and deal 
with scams, which have greatly increased during the pandemic.   
  
For our May meeting there is much enthusiasm about our having another safe party. 
 
The Third Floor District had a party on Saturday, May 1st at 4 pm in the Courtyard.  We 
lucked out with near perfect weather.  At least 24 people attended, probably more since 
all 24 seats were full at least twice and not everyone was there the entire time.  It was 
the first time since the pandemic began that we got to sit and talk with our neighbors, 
drinking beverages brought from home, and nibbling the wrapped chocolates.  Some 
people also brought food and stayed to eat their dinners with their neighbors.  It was 
quite different from, though at least as successful as our only other party since the 
pandemic began, where we roamed the corridors on New Year’s Day briefly meeting 
people or poking our heads into neighbor’s open doors.   
 
We plan to keep meeting over the summer. 

 

1000s: Peter Sherer 

There was no District meeting in April. Planning is underway for a May District meeting. 

2000s: Denise Bunting 
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The 2000 District was saddened at the passing of John Miller. 
An outdoor gathering was held to remember him and support his wife Adele. 
The district was also the focus of one of the recent scavenger hunts.  Fun to see people 
exploring our grounds - guess we have interesting stuff! 
The 2100 cluster continues to play cornhole - back outside now.  This game kept up 
spirits all during the pandemic and Tom McCain is offering instructions to anyone who 
wants to get the game started in their area.  

 

3000s: Ann Davie  
The May meeting of the 3000s District was a potluck gathering planned by Susan Wolf, 
to welcome Dan Phillip to 3020.  A delicious and convivial occasion! 

 

4000s: Helen Weinland 
The 4100 cluster is having weekly Wednesday get-togethers outdoors, for social 
chat.  The 4000 cluster expects new neighbors soon in cottage 4001; three other 
cottages are in various stages of renovation and marketing.  The 4200s are quiet. 
 

5000s: Dave Montgomery 
The 5000 district has continued to have face-to-face, informal social gatherings Friday 
afternoons at the gazebo. Cool weather has kept attendance close to a dozen 
residents.   
 
We had a Zoom meeting with Kim Rivers on April 21, with 17 attending.  We talked 
generally about addressing fitness and wellness. 
  

 

****************************************************************** 

Creighton Center: Linda Meade 
 No report 
 

OO Shop: Louise Huddleston  
APRIL 2021 OPPORTUNITY OUTLET REPORT   

     

SHOP SALES $1,897.50    

ESTATE SALES $445.00    

GLASS CASES SALES $1,233.00    

EXPENSES $0.00    

     

NET TOTAL, APRIL $3,575.50    

NET TOTAL YEAR-TO-DATE $3,575.50   

TOTAL PREVIOUS APRIL (CLOSED)  $0.00  
TOTAL PREVIOUS YEAR-TO-DATE (CLOSED)  $0.00 
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************************************************************************ 
 
New Business: 
Marian discussed the potential need for 1.an Election Committee and 2. A Nominating 
Committee. These committees are needed to prepare residents to vote for expired 
positions on the RA Executive Committee and the Resident Board.  
 
Currently all members of the Executive Committee have agreed to stay on for the 
second year of their two-year limited terms (the secretary and the treasurer are the two 
of the Executive Committee that have unlimited terms). This means there is no need to 
have an election currently in that area.  
 
Similarly, the current Resident Board member is completing the first term (three years) 
of a limited two-term position. That board member has also agreed to stay on. The 
Resident Board makes the decision as to who is chosen in a year when a brand-new 
member is needed. 
 
No disagreement was raised from the RA Council regarding the need to fill any of the 
positions, and consequently neither of the two committees will be needed at this time.  
Marian encouraged any resident who is interested in a board position to get in touch 
with her. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 2:36 p.m. 
 


